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Abstract 
Implicit difference schemes of O(k 4 + k2h 2 + h4), where k > 0, h > 0 are grid sizes in time and space coordinates 
respectively, are developed for the efficient numerial integration of the system of one space second order nonlinear 
hyperbolic equations with variable coefficients subject o appropriate initial and Dirichlet boundary conditions. The 
proposed ifference method for a scalar equation is applied for the wave equation in cylindrical and spherical symmetry. 
The numerical examples are given to illustrate the fourth order convergence of the methods. 
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1. Introduction 
The numerical solution of one space second order hyperbolic equations with nonlinear first 
derivative terms in cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinates are of great importance inmany 
fields of engineering and sciences. Approximate solution for the wave equation with nonlinear first 
derivate terms has been studied in [3]. Jain et al. [6] have developed fourth order difference 
methods for the system of one space second order hyperbolic equations with constant coefficients. 
They have also discussed stability analysis for a linear equation having a first derivative term. 
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Using an operator compact implicit method, fourth order difference schemes for one space wave 
equation have been discussed in [1, 2]. Jain et al. [4, 5] have also proposed fourth order difference 
methods for the system of two-dimensional nonlinear elliptic and parabolic partial differential 
equations• Recently, Mohanty [7] has developed fourth order difference methods using 9 grid 
points for the numerical solution of the system of two-dimensional nonlinear elliptic equations with 
variable coefficients• 
In this article, we discuss 3-level difference methods of O(k 4 + k2h 2 + h 4) using 9 grid points for 
the numerical solution of the system of one space nonlinear hyperbolic equations of the form 
c~2u A(x,  02u 
- -  " ' '  , ~ , ~x  , • Ut  , Ut  , at 2 t )~x 2 + f (x , t ,  uO),u(2), ,(M) #1) u~), .. ,u~M), (1) (2) ... ,ulM)), 
O<x<l ,  t>O (1) 
subject o the initial and boundary conditions 
u(i)(x,O) = u(~)(x), u(ti)(x,O) = u~)(x), 0 % x % 1, (2) 
u(i)(O,t) = g~)(t), u(°(1, t) = g~al)(t), t >~ O, i = I(1)M (3) 
which is defined in a semi-infinite region £2 = {(x, t)[O < x < 1, t > 0}. where 
A (x, t) = 
-A(1)(x, t) 0] 
A(2 (x, t) 
0 A(M)(x, t) M × M 
is the M xM diagonal matrix and u = [u(1),u (2), ... ,u(M)] x and f= [ fo) ,  f(z), ..., f(M)]T are 
vectors having M components each, T being the transpose of matrices• Throughout the article, we 
consider i = 1 (1)M, M being a positive integer• We assume that u")e C 4 and A(°e C z. The system of 
equations (1) are assumed to satisfy the condition A ° > 0 in the region f2. For the derivation of 
difference methods of O(k 4 + k2h 2 + h 4) we follow the ideas proposed in [7]. The discretization of
the differential Equation (1) at an interior grid point requires 5M evaluations of the functionf In 
next section, we discuss the proposed finite difference methods. Problems in polar coordinates for 
which r = 0 is included in the domain, require special care• The solution usually deteriorates in the 
neighbourhood of this singularity. The approach in which r = 0 is dealt with is to write the 
differential equation as r ~ 0 and construct a suitable difference quation valid at r = 0. For polar 
coordinates, we refine our procedure in such a way that the solutions retain the order and accuracy 
even in the vicinity of the singularity• The criterion of numerical stability of a linear class of singular 
hyperbolic equation has been discussed. We also examine our difference methods over a set of 
linear and nonlinear second order hyperbolic equations whose exact solutions are known and it 
has been verified that the proposed ifference methods are of O(h 4) in space for a fixed mesh ratio 
parameter p = k/h. 
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2. Mathematical details of the methods 
Let h > 0 and k > 0 be the mesh spacing in the space and time directions respectively, so that 
xe = eh, e = 0 (1) N + 1 and tj = jk, 0 < j < J, N and J being positive integers and (N + 1)h = 1. 
We replace the region Q by a set of grid points (xl, tj) denoted by (S,j). The values of the exact 
solution a(‘)(~, t) and of A”‘(x, t) at the grid point (e,j) are denoted by Uf’j and Ay”, respectively. 
Let u(‘)(x, t) be the approximate solution at the same grid point. 
For the derivation of our results, we simply consider the scalar equation (i = 1, where u(l) = u) of 
the form 
%t = A(% 0%X +f(x, r, a, kc, u,). 
At the grid point(e,j), we may write the differential equation (4) as 
(4) 
(5) 
Now we follow the approaches given in [7]. Our method is described as follows: For a = 0, f 1 let 
U$j’” = (Uy!j[a _ Uf’j;“)/(2h), 
(6a) 
(6b) 
(64 
ui$)j+ 1 = (+ 3Up)j’ 1 T 4Uy)j & Uy)j’ 1)/(2k), 
(64 
u(i)j tte+a = (Uy’!‘,” - 2Uz’!j, + UFy;‘)/(k’). (6f) 
A fourth order difference method for the differential equation (4) in the absence of first derivative 
terms may be written as 
(7) 
where 6,Ue = (Ue+l,2 - Ud-1,2) and PJJ~ = i(U (+ 1,2 + Ue_ 1,2) are central and average differ- 
ence operators with respect to x-direction etc. and 
L 
2 
_ kp2 ,4j 
2 tC? 
L =hLo 
3 2 ’ 
La = $p%I$ - 1). 
RI = 1 - hLo, R2 = 1 + hLo, 
Tej = 0(k6 + k4h2 + k2h4). 
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Further,  
,~le+ 
Fie ± 
^j 
U x: 
we consider the fol lowing approximations:  
--i , = f (x :± ~,ti, ule+ 1, U~:+_ 1, 0~:± ~), 
l = f (x : , t l±  l, U j+ l , V xE~J ± 1, [~i? 1), 
= Ux:-i + ha~(ffle+l - ffi:-x) + hbl(Ul,:+l - [71,:- 1) + h2cllT~x:, 
(8a) 
(8b) 
(9a) 
(9b) 
(10) 
• " - - j+1  - - j -1  --j 0~: = U~, + ka~(F~ ÷~ - F~ -~) + kb~(V~, - V~:  ) + k~c~ U~:, 
• j ~ j  
ff~ = f (x:, t#, Ue, Ux:, U{:), 
where al ,  a2, bl ,  b2, cl and c2 are parameters to be determined. Then at each grid point  (:, j), 
: = 1 (1)N, 2 ~<j ~< J the differential equat ion (4) may be discretized as 
k 2 . . . .  
L[u] = -~- [R lP~+I  + Rzffle-a + F~ +1 + file-1 + 8/?le] + ~ (11) 
where ]rle = O(k 6 + kgh 2 + k2h4). Using the approx imat ions  (6) (when i = 1, U el) = U) from (8), 
we obtain 
h 2 
f f le+l=F~+l +--~(--ZUxxxf~ +p2Utnfu,)le+O(4-ha 4 -k2h+k4 +k2h2 +h4), (lZa) 
h E 
_~le± 1 = f{±l  + -6- (Uxx~,f~x - 2p2Umf~,)le + O(+_ k a _+ kh 2 + k 4 + k2h 2 + h4). (12b) 
Further,  using the approx imat ions  (6) (when i = 1, U tl) = U) and (12) and simplifying (9), we get 
h 2 
Ux:^i = Ux:i + -6- (Ta)le + O(k2h 2 4- h4), (13a) 
• . k 2 
0t~: = UtJ: 4- -~- (TE)le + O(k 4 4- k2h2), (13b) 
where 
T~ = (1 - 12axA)U~xx + 12(al + bl)U~tt + 6(c~ - 2a~A~)U~, 
T2 = (1 + 12a2) Uttt - 12(b2 + a2A)U~xt + 6(c2 - 2a2At)U~. 
Thus file provides O(k 2 4- hE)-approximaton for Fie and 
k2 . 
file = F~ + (Tlf.~)le + -~- (T2f,,)~ + O(k" + k2h 2 + h4). (14) 
Now using the approx imat ions (12) and (14) from (7) and (11) we obtain the local t runcat ion 
error as 
k2h 2 
:r] - T ( (4T1  -- Ux~x)fUx + p2(4T2 - -  Uttt)fut) j 4- O(k 6 4- k4h 2 4- k2h a) (15) 
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In order to make the difference method (11) to be of O(k 4 + k2h 2 + h#), we must equate the 
coefficients of k2h 2 and k 4 in (15) to zero, which give the relations 
1 - 16a lA~ = O, a l  + bl  = O, Cl - 2a lA~:  = O, (16a) 
1 + 16a2 = 0, b2 - a2 A j  = O, c 2 - 2a2A j :  = 0. (16b) 
Now solving (16), we obtain the values of parameters 
1 - 1 A J :  - 1 - A j - A~, 
a l -16A j '  bl 16Aj' Cl 8Aj' a2 -16 '  b2 16 '  C2 8 
Thus we obtain the difference method of O(k 4 + k2h 2 + h*) for the differential equation (4) and the 
local truncation error (15) reduces to Tj  = O(k 6 + k*h 2 + k2h'*). 
Now we summarize our results as follows. At the grid point (d,j), we define the following 
approximations: 
lr T(1)J TT(2)J , u(M+){, --¢+_E(i)J 1 =f(O(Xe+l,tj,_ we+ 1, we+_ 1, ... _ 
~.~(1)j ~(2) j  ~(M) j  ~(1)j ~(2)~ ~71~j ) (17a) 
xd+ 1, t - :xe+ 1, "'" , Wx#+_ 1, v te+ 1, t'Jtd+_ 1, "'" , 
m + +- 1 uY"  +- : " "  ± 1 y( i ) j  "t-1 =f(0(x:, t j  +1 ,  , ' " ,  , ~ x:  , 
~7(2)j+1 ~(M) j+ I  ~(1) j+1,  ~(2) j+1 ~(M) j+ I  
x: , . . . ,  "x :  ,v te  " t :  , . . . ,  " t :  ), (17b) 
""  ,_L [~( i ) j  ~(1) j  ~( i ) j  (18a) t-Jxdf'T(i)J = Wxd~(i)J .~_ "t~il~a e+l ' '  tE( i ) J  _ f f ( i ) J l  ) + no i l  l~t J t te+l  - -  ~ . : t t : - l  ) + h2C i l  "-~xx:, 
__ 1.K I~(  i ) j+ l  __ ~(1)j-1) ~2~ ~( i ) j  (18b) Ol~) j= ~I~) j .~_ kaie(ff(Oj+l ; ( i ) j - -1 )  ...[_ Ix't"i21, t"/ XXe VXXe 21 - ~ C i2V  XX', 
F(})J = f<°(x:, tj, U(: 1)i, U(2)J, .. .  , U(U)J, O(~)J, ~x:fr(z)J, . . . ,  ~:'(u)J, ~t:r~")J, ~t:f~(z)J, . . . ,  (/~U)j). (19) 
Then the given system of differential equations (1) at each grid point (~',j) may be discretized as 
T(i) X2 X2-1 r r(i)J [662 -~lr(i)x2t'x - -  L~) O2(2tltt~t) -- L~) 62(2#x3x)  -- ,-,, ~,:,vt j ,~ : 
k 2 
= __ FO(OE(OJ D(1)e( i ) J  1~(1)j+ 1 ~( i ) j - -  1 ~ J l ) j  (20) 2 t , -1  - - :+1 + ~tx2 "re-1  -~- -~- "~ 8F( i ) J ]  "~- 
where 
Lt~) A( i ) J  / A ( i ) j  .,axe /z-Jr: , 
I h2 ,~r(1)A(/)Jx] 
tA ( i ) J  r ,2A(i) J  ,~z.,O ,r-Jtxd ] J ,  L(il) = p2  6A(})J + -2  t,axx: + v ~u:  - 
L~ ) kp  2 A( , ) j  Lt~) hLtd ' L~ ) 1 ,  2--(OJ 
= = =~tP-a :  -1 ) ,  
-2 -  ' 2 ' 
R(~)= 1 -- hL(~ ), R(~)= 1 + hLtd ). 
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Proceeding as in the case of scalar equation, we find the values of parameters a sociated with (18) as 
1 - 1 A(i)J l l  xe 
a~ - 16A(j)j, bil - -  16A~i) 1, cil -- 8A(1)j, 
ai 2 - -  
- 1 - A(~ ) i  - AI~ ) i  
16 ' bi2 = 1------6-' Ci2 - -  8 
~(i)j O(k6 + k4h 2 + k2h4). e 
3. Stability analysis 
In this section, we aim to discuss the conditionally stable difference schemes for a class of one 
space singular second order hyperbolic equations and ensure that the numerical methods de- 
veloped here retain their order and accuracy everywhere including in the vicinity of the singularity 
r=0.  
Let us consider the equation of the form 
u,=u, ,+-ur+9( r , t ) ,  0<r<l ,  t>0.  (21) 
?, 
For a = 1 and ~ = 2 Eq. (21) represents wave equation in cylindrical and spherical symmetry, 
respectively. Replacing the variable x by r, the difference method (11) for the scalar equation (21) 
becomes 
1 - p2  2 2 " 
= Ur~,+l + - -  Ure_  1 + Ure  + Ure  + 8U ie  
12 re + x re -  ~ re 
~h(  1 - j  1 - j  ) h (~te+ ~te_a) l  
U,e+l  - U~e-1 - -~r t  i - -  + ~r~ re+ 1 r~_x 
k IG~+l+G~_ l+,~e"  f2J + 1 +GJe-l+8GJe+~re(Gje+l_GJe_l) l~h E = 1 (1) N (22) +~ 
where G~ = 9(re, tj), etc. 
Note that, the scheme (22) is of O(k 4 + h 4) for the difference solution of (21). However, the scheme 
(22) fails when the solution is to be determined atf = 1. We overcome this difficulty by modifying 
the method (22) in such a way that the solutions retain the order and accuracy even in the vicinity of 
the singularity r = 0. 
Let us consider the following approximations: 
1 1 h h 2 
- -  -- -T- + O(-T h a r:±l rt ~ + ~ + h4)' (23a) 
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h 2 
G~ +1 = G¢ +_ hG]~ + --f G],e + 0(+_ h 3 + h4), (23b) 
k 2 
G;e +- ~ = G~ + kG~t + T G[,, + 0(+_ k 3 q- k4), (23c) 
Now replacing the approximations (23) in (22), neglecting high order terms and substituting 
re = (h, we may rewrite (22) as 
1 - p2 ,~ 2 -- (~rfr) 1 U J 
= ]-2-~ } 
k2[ ] 2 J G~ Y= I(1)N. (24) + ~ 12G~ + h G,,t + k2G~t¢ +-7  ' 
Note that, the matrix represented by the scheme (24) is tridiagonal, thus very easily solved. The 
scheme (24) is free from the terms 1/(( - 1) and 1/(Y + 1), hence very easily solved for Y = 1 (1) N in 
the region t2. The scheme (24) is fourth order accurate in both time and space. 
Now we examine the linear stability of the differenc scheme (24). Assume that a solution of the 
homogeneous part of Eq. (24) is of the form u~ = ~ exp (iO(h), where Oh is a real and i is an 
imaginary quantity, then the characteristic equation of (24) becomes 
(a + ia')¢ 2 + (b + ib')¢ + (a + ia') = 0 (25) 
where 
(16p2) a=l  + - -  (cos Oh- l ) ,  a '= ct (1 - p2)  sin Oh, 
[ : t ( l~?)  1 b ,_  -c¢p2 (12E2+2_~)sinOh_2a, .  b = - 2p 2 1 + (cos Oh - 1) - 2a, 12(3 
For stability it is required that B ~< 2A (see [-8]), where A = J a + ia'J and B = J b + ib'l. Since 
max sin2(Oh/2) = 1 (when Oh = n), we find that the scheme (24) is stable if 
8( 2 
0 < p2 ~< 8( 2 + :t(~ - 2)' ( = 1 (1) N (26) 
When the boundary conditions of type Ur(0, t) = 0 and u(1, t) = 91(0, t >f 0 are encountered, Eq. 
(21) becomes ingular at r = 0. Since the solutions at r = 0 are to be determined we require 
a difference equation valid at r = 0. We obtain the following equation by making use of 
L'Hospital's rule for the term u,/r at r = 0: 
u,t = (1 + ~)u~ + 9(0, t). (27) 
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Then the corresponding O(k 4 + h 4) finite difference scheme at the boundary r -- 0 is as follows 
+ ~[1 - (1 + 0c)p2-]6 2 (U  j - 6,2U~ U~) 
k 2 
2 J = 2(1 + a)p2(V{ -- U{) + ~-~ 1-12G~ + h G,,o + k2G~to]. (28) 
4. Numerical experiments 
In this section we have compared the numerical solution of one linear and four nonlinear 
problems with exact solutions. We have also compared the proposed ifference methods with those 
obtained by Central Difference Schemes (CDS) of O(k 2 + h 2) based on central difference approxi- 
mations. The initial and boundary conditions and right hand side functions may be obtained using 
the exact solution. The methods produce tridiagonal systems for solution along the lines parallel to 
x- or r-axis. They are all three level formulas. The starting values at zeroth and first time level may 
be obtained by using the initial conditions (2). But for comparison point of view, we have taken 
exact solution for starting values at first time level. The linear equation has been solved using the 
Gauss-elimination method whereas the nonlinear equations have been solved using the New- 
ton-Raphson method. For a fixed p, all the above methods behave like fourth order methods. For 
numerical simplicity, we have restricted ourselves to the values M = 1 and M = 2. All computa- 
tions were carried out using double precision arithmetic at the Computer Service Centre, Univer- 
sity of Delhi. 
Example 1. (Wave equation in cylindrical and spherical symmetry) 
0c 
utt=urr+-u,+g(r,t),  0~<r<l ,  t>0 
r 
with the exact solution u = e-2t cosh (r). 
At r = 0, we have u, = 0 and all other conditions are provided from the exact solution. The 
maximum absolute errors are tabulated in Table 1 at t = 1.0 and t = 2.0 for ~ = 1 and 2 for a 
fixed p = 0.8. 
Example 2. (Van der pol type nonlinear wave equation) 
utt = u~x + ~(u 2-1)ut+f(x,t), O < x < l ,  t > O 
with the exact solution u = e-ts in (nx). The maximum absolute rrors are tabulated in Table 2 at 
t = 1.0 and 2.0 for e = 0.01 and 0.001 for a fixed p = 0.8. 
Example 3. (Dissipative nonlinear wave equation) 
C 2 ut t=u~x-~(u  )+f(x,t), 0<x<l ,  t>0 
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with the exact solution u = sin (nx)cos t. The max imum absolute rrors are tabulated in Table 3 at 
t = 1.0 and 2.0 for a fixed p = 0.8. 
Example 4. 
u ,  = (1 + etsinx)ux~, + ~tu(ux + ut) +f (x , t ) ,  0 < x < 1, t > O. 
The exact solution is given by u = e - tcos  x. The max imum absolute errors are tabulated in Table 
4 at t = 1.0 for various values of ~ for a fixed p = 0.4. 
Example 5 
u,  = (1 + etcos x)ux~, + ctuv(u~ + vx + ut + vt) + f (x , t ) ,  
v, = (1 + e t sin X)Vxx + fluV(Ux + v~ + ut + vt) + g (x, t) 
0<x<l ,  t>0.  
The exact solutions are given by u = sin x cos t and v = cos x sin t. The max imum absolute rrors 
are tabulated in Table 5 at t = 1.0 for various values of (~, fl) for a fixed p = 0.4. 
Table 3 
Example 3. The maximum absolute rrors 
Scheme (11) CDS 
h•t 1.0 2.0 
1/8 0.1118 (-- 03) 0.8804 (-- 04) 
1/16 0.6988 (-- 05) 0.5534 (-- 05) 
1/32 0.4372 (-- 06) 0.3471 (-- 06) 
1.0 2.0 
0.1714 (-- 01) 
0.4285 (-- 02) 
0.1072 ( -  02) 
0.1301 ( -  01) 
0.3308 ( -  02) 
0.8325 ( -  03) 
Table 4 
Example 4. The maximum absolute rrors 
Scheme (11) 
h•at 0.01 10 20 
1/8 0.2570 ( -  05) 0.6293 (-- 04) 0.5414 (-- 02) 
1/16 0.1592 (-- 06) 0.4686 ( - 05) 0.4177 (-- 03) 
1/32 0.9925 (-- 08) 0.3298 ( - 06) 0.2887 ( - 04) 
CDS 
0.01 
0.9402 (-- 04) 
0.2253 (-- 04) 
0.5493 (-- 05) 
10 
0.3669 (-- 02) 
0.1040 (-- 02) 
0.2975 (-- 03) 
20 
0.6870 (+ 01) 
0.6153 ( -  01) 
0.1486 ( -  01) 
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Table 5 
Example 5. The maximum absolute rrors 
431 
Scheme (20) when M = 2 CDS 
h '~,  fl) (25, 20) (10, 5) (0.01, O. 1) (25, 20) (10, 5) (0.01, O. 1) 
1/8 u 0.1343 ( - 03) 0.2682 (-  05) 0.3289 (-  06) 0.1801 ( -  01) 0.8384 ( -  04) 0.4194 (-  04) 
v 0.1376 ( - 03) 0.1887 ( -  06) 0.3543 (-  05) 0.1938 ( -  01) 0.6315 ( -  04) 0.1399 (-  03) 
1/16 u 0.8362 (- 05) 0.1672 (-  06) 0.2052 ( -  07) 0.4132 ( -  02) 0.2028 ( -  04) 0.9458 ( -  05) 
v 0.8685 ( - 05) 0.1088 (-  07) 0.2232 ( -  06) 0.4605 (-  02) 0.1442 ( -  04) 0.3498 ( -  04) 
1/32 u 0.5222 ( - 06) 0.1093 ( -  07) 0.1657 ( -  08) 0.1009 (-  02) 0.5065 ( -  05) 0.2268 ( -  05) 
v 0.5416 (- 06) 0.1393 ( -  08) 0.1250 ( -  07) 0.1132 ( -  02) 0.3613 ( -  05) 0.8762 ( -  05) 
5. Conclusions 
In this article, we have discussed three level implicit difference methods of O(k 4 + k2h 2 -t- h 4) for 
solving a system of one space nonl inear second order hyperbolic equations. The method for 
a scalar equation has been applied to obtain an O(k 4 + h 4) difference method for the solution of 
the wave equation in cylindrical and spherical symmetry. The method gives accurate results 
everywhere including the region in the vicinity of r = 0. A special treatment is required if r = 0 is 
a part of the boundary  and the solution is to be determined at r = 0. The solutions remain accurate 
at all points on r = 0 and the order is preserved. F rom the numerical results we found that the 
proposed methods are of O(h 4) and very near to accurate one for a fixed p. 
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